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Why We Need New Evaluation Metrics for NLG - arXiv
Why We Need New Evaluation Metrics for NLG Jekaterina Novikova, Ondrej Duˇ sek, Amanda Cercas Curryˇ and Verena Rieser School of
Mathematical and Computer Sciences Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh jnovikova, odusek, ac293, vtrieser@hwacuk Abstract The majority of NLG
evaluation relies on automatic metrics, such as BLEU In
WHY WE NEED A NEW WAY FORWARD - Ayanna Pressley
SOLUTION: We need to end federal prison sentences for people who cross the border seeking safety and freedom or trying to come home Removing
this punitive provision is an important step, but we’ll still have much more work to do We should honor the vision and voices of border communities,
and lift up policies that recognize the
Herbicide Resistance = Why We Need New Herbicides
Herbicide Resistance = Why We Need New Herbicides Bill Haller and Lyn Gettys University of Florida Center for Aquatic and Invasive Plants
Gainesville FL
Why we need a new economic direction - b.3cdn.net
We really have to come up with new metrics and new measures by which we look at economic welfare in a much larger context than just measuring
GDP, which I think is proving to be an extremely harmful way of measuring economic progress R K Pachauri PhD,4 Chairman, Intergovernmental
Panel …
Trading Up: The New Luxury and Why We Need It
Trading Up: The New Luxury and Why We Need It In the history of man, there have always been goods reserved for the upper classes In ancient
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Rome, the elite built lavish marble baths for entertaining friends and allies, while the masses waited in line at public baths In late-eighteenth-century
France, the
Why we need a new macroeconomic strategy
Why we need a new macroeconomic strategy 4 No single policy can unpick this tangle of mutually reinforcing weaknesses, formed over decades We
need an economic strategy: a set of policies designed to break open the deadlock and set us on a better track
Opinion: Why we need an international agreement on marine ...
aInstitute for Applied Ecology New Zealand, School of Science, Auckland University of Technology, Auckland 1142, New Zealand; bDepartment of
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON M5S 1A1, Opinion: Why we need an international agreement on marine plastic
pollution
Understanding Interpersonal Trauma in Children: Why We ...
We would like to state one conundrum up front: Although we believe that the existing evidence suggests the need for a new paradigm for
understanding adaptations to trauma, as suggested by others (eg, Rutter, 2011; Taylor, 2011), while simulta-neously recommending new diagnostic
categories, we are pre-senting a paradox
Why do I need a ﬂu vaccine every year?
Why do I need a ﬂu vaccine every year? Vaccination After being vaccinated, the body responds by producing antibodies Protection starts about two
weeks after vaccination Flu attacks When a ﬂu virus tries to attack, antibodies rush in to block the intruder A1 A2 Protection Antibodies latch on to …
Motivating learning : Why do we learn
To understand how we can help students learn better, we need to clarify the source of learners' motives One aspect of understanding why we learn is
to identify when we learn We don't learn all that we see or hear Under what circumstances do we develop a desire to learn ? We have seen that
exposure to information isn't sufficient
Why we need better ethics for emerging technologies
Why we need better ethics for emerging technologies James H Moor Department of Philosophy, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755, USA E-mail:
JamesMoor@Dartmouthedu Abstract Technological revolutions are dissected into three stages: the introduction stage, the permeation stage, and the
power stage
Why Is New Urbanism Important? - CNU
Why Is New Urbanism Important? • Real choices for people – transportation options – where to live – access to opportunity • Balanced, equitable
development strategies • Citizen participation in community activities • Affordable housing
Why data mining? - Yale University
So, we need data mining Specialized data structures, for example: bloom lters, tries and search indexes New algorithmic tools like sampling, hashing,
and sketching Streaming online algorithms, eg, online linear regression, online classi cation Massively distributed computation like …
Why Do We Need A New Translation
explain why this new translation is being introduced, how it can be seen as a step forward, and how it challenges us to renew and deepen our
understanding of the Mass When we say the Church is introducing a new English translation of the Mass beginning on November 27, 2011, we must
understand what is involved in this
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Why Teach Vocabulary? - School Specialty
112,500 new words • We know that students learn between 5 and 10 percent of previously unknown words from a single reading Using the lower
number given above for unknown words encountered during the reading program, we see that a student would learn at least 2,250 new words from
context each year
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